
 

THE LISBON INTERNATIONAL & EUROPEAN TAX LAW SEMINARS 
  

Call for Papers 

  
Call for papers on international and European tax law and policy topics, broadly 

construed. This call is dedicated to early career researchers, defined as researchers who 

have not yet completed their PhDs, or those who having completed their PhD, do not yet 

hold a permanent (tenured) position. 
  

If you are interested in presenting at the Workshop, please send the following to 

ideff.lisbon.tax.seminars@gmail.com:  
  

•                    Your name, title, and affiliation. 
•                    The paper title and an abstract of no more than 1,000 words. 
•                    Whether or not you already have a draft of the paper. (We expect to circulate 

a draft of each paper—at least 10 pages—a week in advance of each talk.) 
•                    Whether or not the paper has been accepted for publication. 

  
Five speakers and five discussants will be selected to present live, at the University of 

Lisbon, in late June/early July 2023. Speakers will be given 20 minutes to present their 

papers, followed by 30 minutes of questions and discussions led by the discussant. The 

Seminar will be opened by an invited Keynote Speaker, to be announced in due course. 

The flight costs for speakers and discussants will be covered by CIDEEFF up to 200€. 

The papers will also be available on our website, with open access, as part of the working 

paper series entitled "Lisbon Seminars on European & International Taxation". 

 

This call is now open, and will close on 28 February, 2023, at midnight 

CET. Applicants will be informed of the results on 20 March, and a full programme will 

be made available at the beginning of March.  If you have questions, feel free to email 

us at ideff.lisbon.tax.seminars@gmail.com. 
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CIDEEFF Working Papers  

 

HOUSE STYLE 

 

Letter font: Times New Toman, 12 

Paragraph: 1,5 between lines. 

Dates: for dates use European Style 

Numbers: Use numerals for: units of time (or any other measure) in non-technical text, 

numbers greater than ninety-nine, dates and times, statistics (including decimals, 

percentages (15%), ratios, ages of people, monetary figures), numbers in a series (5, 10, 

and 250 years), number spans (2-4; 204-209). 

Abbreviations: To introduce a short reference, use the entire name followed by the 

abbreviation in parentheses the first time the name is used. 

Citation Style: 

• The full citation to a treatise, book or other nonperiodic work: Author, Title, 

Editor [if any], Translator [if any], Edition [if any], Publisher, Date, Pinpoint page. 

• Citations to articles in journals, law reviews, newspapers, newsletters, and other 

periodicals: Author, Title, Volume number, Periodical abbreviation, date, initial 

page, Pinpoint page. 

• A full citation to an internet site: Author or Owner, Title, URL (Access or update 

information), the exact date of the search. 

• Full citation for a case: Case Name, Reporter volume, Reporter abbreviation, 

Initial page, Pinpoint page (Court abbreviation Date), Subsequent history citation 

[if any]. 

• International legal material: Title, Pinpoint reference, Exact date, Source. 

• Short References: The first time you cite a source, use the full citation in the 

footnote. Subsequent references use: Author’s Last Name (or, if not available, 

Title), supra n. Note Number, at Pinpoint reference. 


